


Red indicates fields that must be updated every week 
Blue indicated fields that may generally be completed at the start of the season to form a standard template   

 At times fields such as the RTO details may need to be updated if the regular RTO is not available   
 Other fields such as the player’s shirt, FFA No etc. may need to be added to if you have fill in players 

Green indicates fields/areas that should only be completed by the referee 
No Field Details 
1 Ground This is the scheduled ground the game is at. Example - Gannons Park 
2 Grade This is the grade the team is playing, such as: PL or WPL 
3 Division This is the division the team is playing in such as First or Reserve. 
4 Date This is the date the game is scheduled to be played. 
5 Time This is the time the game is scheduled to be played. 
6 Home Team This is the team who is listed first on the draw.  Even if you are playing at your home ground you must check to confirm if it is your home game or not. 
7 Away Team This is the team listed second on the draw. 
8 Score This section is to be completed by the referee and checked by the RTO prior to signing. 
9 Club Name This is the club name – Forest Rangers. 

10 Shirt No This is the shirt number the player will be playing in. The club recommends the players play in the same number shirt each week.  This will allow you to fill out the playing sheet at the start of the season without it requiring weekly changes 
11 FFA No This is the players FFA Number. 
12 ID Grade This is the grade/division the player is registered in as shown on their player card. 
13 Name This is the players full name. 
14 Play/Sub Tick your starting line-up. Subs do not have to be ticked, these should be added by the ref. This should be checked at the end of the game to ensure the ref has ticked the correct players. 
15 Caution This section is to be completed by the referee and checked by the RTO prior to signing. 
16 Send-off This section is to be completed by the referee and checked by the RTO prior to signing. 
17 Goals This section is to be completed by the referee and checked by the RTO prior to signing. 

18 ID Cards Checked 

This indicates if the oppositions ID cards have been checked. If players turn up part way through the game, please ensure you request to see their card before they take part in the game. It is MANDATORY for this to be completed, either Yes or No MUST be circled. If yes can’t be circled as the cards cannot be sighted, the game should not be played and will be considered a forfeit by the other team. 
19 RTO Name This is the RTO (Registered Team Official) who will be signing the match sheet.  This does not have to be a person from your team as long as it is a Forest Rangers RTO. 
20 Signature The signature of the person listed in the RTO Name field. 
21 RTO Number The RTO number of the person listed in the RTO Name field. 
22  Voting Name Any person nominated by the team shall fill out the 3,2,1.  Only players listed on your team sheet may be awarded points.  The points will go towards end of year St George award presentations.  

Note 1: All match sheets are to be put in box at Gannons Park Forest Rangers canteen on day game is played 
Note 2: Each coach/manager needs to maintain a list of their players who have been issued yellow/red cards.  If a player receives 
three yellows or a red, the card must be attached to match sheet and put in match sheet box at front of canteen.  Email the 
secretary (Tracey) and Registrar (James) by Wednesday the week the card is due to come back so it can be picked up as it may not 
automatically be returned.  Speak to Tracey regarding double headers. 
Note 3:  Any issues with the sheet should be raised with the club secretary (Tracey) immediately. The RTO is not to record 
comments on the match sheet. 


